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Abstract

Light and Dark conditions were evaluated by elderly people and young people in terms of brightness, glare, comfort and preference using experiments with Dark-to-Light and Light-to-Dark sequences. Results indicated the following: 1) Elderly people were less sensitive in terms of brightness to the difference of illuminance change order. 2) Elderly people were less sensitive in terms of glare to the difference of illuminance and to the difference of illuminance change order. 3) The Dark condition was evaluated as less comfortable and less preferred than the Light condition in Light-to-Dark experiments for elderly people, although no difference was found for young people between the Dark and the Light conditions in Light-to-Dark experiments. 4) The Light condition in Dark-to-Light experiments had weaker glare by elderly people than by young people. The Dark condition in Light-to-Dark experiments was evaluated as more comfortable and more preferred by young people than by elderly people.
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1 Objective

Differences of light environment evaluation between elderly and young people have been variously reported from earlier studies, which revealed that elderly people are less sensitive to glare in some conditions. Nevertheless, some researchers have clarified that the sense of glare strengthens with age. Bennett (1977) demonstrated that glare sensation becomes stronger according to age with an equation showing a relation between Border Comfort and Discomfort luminance and age. Takeichi et al. (1995) reported smaller effects of background on elderly people light evaluation. They described the background glare as more uncomfortable. Yamamoto et al. (1996) noted that elderly people felt less glare for a small light source solid angle against a dark luminance background. Mochizuki et al. (2000) clarified that elderly people reported less glare irrespective of the size and luminance of a light source than younger people did.

This study compared light evaluation of brightness, glare, comfort, and preference of elderly and young people in Light and Dark conditions, using both Light-to-Dark and Dark-to-Light experimental sequences. Sequence order effects were also investigated.

2 Methods

These experiments assessed 21 elderly people and 106 high school students. Elderly people were 66–88 years old (average 75.0 yr; standard deviation 6.7 yr). Of the elderly people, 43% were men. Of the high school students, 61% were male. Second-year students were 44% and most frequent.

The experiment room and experimental procedure are shown in Figure 1. Four fluorescent lamp instruments and four LED lamp instruments were set on the room’s ceiling. Electric power for the lighting was set to 25% and 100%. The horizontal illuminance on the desk was 600 lux in the Dark condition and 3300 lux in the Light condition.

A maximum of six persons sat around the desk in the experiment room. They evaluated the light environment 10 min after entrance and evaluated it again 5 min after the illumination condition changed. Two sequences of experiments were used: Light-to-Dark and Dark-to-Light. The participants evaluated the light environment in terms of brightness, brightness for writing,
uniformity, glare, light color, flickering, lighting comfort, lighting preference, and work performance.

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Differences in light and dark condition evaluations

Differences in light and dark condition evaluations are shown for Light-to-Dark of young people, Dark-to-Light of young people, Light-to-Dark of elderly people, and Dark-to-Light of elderly people in Figure 2. Vertical axes show mean evaluation values. Two lines in each figure respectively stand for Light and Dark conditions. Solid lines denote the Light-to-Dark sequence. Dotted lines show the Dark-to-Light sequence. White markers represent the Light condition; black markers represent the Dark condition. Circles denote elderly people. Triangles denote young people. Figures in parentheses after evaluation items show $p$ (%) values for the test of hypothesis related to the mean between Light and Dark. Herein, (-) denotes no significance. Arrows before evaluation items indicate the direction of the evaluation.

Differences of brightness evaluations between Light and Dark conditions were similar for elderly and young people. The $p$ values for both elderly and young people were less than 0.01% for both Light-to-Dark and Dark-to-Light sequences.

Differences of glare evaluation between Light and Dark conditions were greater for young people ($p<0.01\%$) than for elderly people ($p=0.1\%$) for both Light-to-Dark and Dark-to-Light sequences.

From the Light-to-Dark sequence experiments, no difference was found in comfort or preference for young people between Light and Dark conditions. However, results show that the Light condition was more comfortable ($p=5\%$) and preferred ($p=5\%$) than the Dark condition for elderly people.

In Dark-to-Light sequence experiments, the Dark condition was more comfortable ($p=1\%$) and preferred ($p=1\%$) than the Light condition for young people. However, the Light condition was more comfortable ($p=1\%$) and preferred ($p=15\%$) than the Dark condition for elderly people.
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The Light condition of Dark-to-Light sequence experiments had stronger glare than the Light condition of Light-to-Dark sequence experiments for young people ($p=5\%$). No difference was found between glare evaluation of the Light condition of Dark-to-Light and Light-to-Dark sequence experiments for elderly people.

![Figure 3 – Differences in evaluations between Dark-to-Light and Light-to-Dark sequences.](image)

The Light condition in Light-to-Dark sequence experiments was more comfortable and more preferred than the Light condition in Dark-to-Light sequence experiments for young people ($p=20\%$ and 15\%, respectively). No difference was found in comfort and preference evaluations of Light condition of Dark-to-Light and Light-to-Dark sequence experiments for elderly people. No difference was found either in all other evaluation items of Light condition of Dark-to-Light and Light-to-Dark sequence experiments for elderly people. Elderly people were less sensitive to differences between the Light condition of Light-to-Dark and Light condition of the Dark-to-Light sequence.
3.3 Differences in evaluations by elderly and young people

Differences in evaluations made by elderly and young people are shown in Figure 4.

The Light condition of Dark-to-Light sequence experiments was brighter for young people than for elderly people ($p=5\%$). The Light condition of Light-to-Dark sequence experiments was brighter for elderly people than for young people ($p=10\%$). The Dark condition of Light-to-Dark sequence experiments was darker for young people than for elderly people ($p=5\%$).

The Light condition of Dark-to-Light sequence experiments had weaker glare for elderly people than for young people ($p=1\%$). Differences between elderly and young people in glare sensation were smaller for the Light condition of Light-to-Dark sequence experiments and for the Light condition of Dark-to-Light sequence experiments ($p=20\%$ for both).
No difference was found between elderly and young people in comfort evaluation of the Light condition in both Light-to-Dark sequence and Dark-to-Light sequence experiments. The Dark condition in Light-to-Dark sequence experiments was more comfortable and more preferred by young people than by elderly people ($p=5\%$ for each).

4 Conclusions

Light and Dark conditions were evaluated by 21 elderly people and 106 young people in terms of brightness, glare, comfort, and preference using experiments conducted with Dark-to-Light and Light-to-Dark sequences. Light environment evaluations by elderly and young people were compared. The following results were obtained.

1) Differences in brightness evaluation between Light and Dark conditions were the same for elderly and young people for both Dark-to-Light and Light-to-Dark sequence experiments. Young people evaluated the Light condition as brighter in the Dark-to-Light sequence experiment than the Light condition in the Light-to-Dark sequence experiment, although no difference in brightness was found between the two sequences by elderly people. Elderly people were less sensitive in brightness sensations to differences of the illuminance change order.

2) The difference in glare evaluation between Light and Dark conditions was smaller for elderly people than for young people, irrespective of the sequence of Dark-to-Light or Light-to-Dark. The Light condition in the Dark-to-Light sequence experiment had stronger glare than the Light condition in the Light-to-Dark sequence experiment for young people, although elderly people found no difference in glare between the two sequences. Elderly people were less sensitive to glare sensation than to the difference of illuminance and to the difference of the illuminance change order.

3) The Dark condition was evaluated as less comfortable and less preferred than the Light condition in Light-to-Dark experiments for elderly people, although no difference was found for young people between the Dark and the Light conditions in Light-to-Dark experiments. Elderly people were more sensitive to lighting comfort and preference to the Dark condition in the sequence of Light-to-Dark experiments.

4) The Light condition in Dark-to-Light experiments had weaker glare by elderly people than by young people. The Dark condition in Light-to-Dark experiments was evaluated as more comfortable and more preferred by young people than by elderly people.
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